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Dear Sirs

A457 Dudley Road – Proposed Highway Improvements 

Birmingham Friends of the Earth welcomes  the opportunity to comment on the proposed Dudley Road 

Highway Improvement Scheme. We are an environmental campaigning and educational organisation based in 

Birmingham, engaged with advancing the principles of environmental sustainability and positive environmental 

change with an emphasis on issues which affect Birmingham. 

Executive summary

We would like to object to the overall scheme in its proposed form. Its primary purpose is to increase capacity 

for motor vehicles which will result in heavier traffic. We believe this will result in a number of adverse 

environmental and health impacts both on the communities through which the road passes as well as having 

adverse knock-on effects in other parts of the city. Our key concerns are summarised below

 The primary objective is to increase highway capacity – all other considerations such as improving

public transport, walking, cycling and environmental quality appear to have have been 

marginalised.

 The increased capacity will create even heavier traffic, worsening air pollution and increasing CO2 

emissions.

 Scores of trees will be destroyed on Dudley Road, Spring Hill and Heath Road.

 Increased difficulty for pedestrians crossing Dudley Road / Spring Hill and some side road 
junctions thus deterring walking.

 Pavements will be narrowed in places and a significant length of shared use pavement will be 

created for cyclists and pedestrians, providing a further deterrent to walking.

 We believe most of the proposals are at odds with a number of key city council policies on the 

environment, health, quality of life and sustainable transport. 
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We are disappointed to find that many aspects of the proposals are not consistent with a number of key 

policies contained in the Big City Plan, the Adopted Birmingham Plan 2031 and  the Birmingham Mobility 

Action Plan. They are also at odds with the plans to create a Clean Air Zone (CAZ) and to improve air quality 

across the city in general. By generating more traffic, these proposals will undermine the plan to establish the 

CAZ and the council's wider strategy for tackling illegal levels of air pollution and improving air quality in the 

longer term. 

We also understand that the proposed cycling infrastructure does not comply with the city council’s current 

design standards. Although we welcome the effort to include cycling infrastructure, unfortunately too much of 

this comprises shared use footpaths rather than segregated cycle lanes. 

Introduction – Setting the Scene 

The proposal is to increase capacity for motor vehicles on a 2km length of the A457 (comprising Spring Hill 

and a stretch of the Dudley Road to a location just beyond its junction with Icknield Port Road and Winson 

Green Road). Briefly this will involve converting sections of the road to dual carriageway, widening junctions to 

accommodate extra lanes and establishing a designated cycle route, either as a segregated route or a shared 

use path (for pedestrians and cyclists).

Currently,  the carriageway has been marked into four traffic lanes, though these are narrower than 

the standard set for highways in England. The lane width means that the situation is uncomfortable 

for cyclists and a car or van in the outside lane is only able to pass a bus or lorry by using part of the 

oncoming traffic lane. 

The south eastern end, closest to the city centre comprises a roundabout with a pedestrian crossing. 

A Tesco supermarket occupies the north eastern corner and traffic accessing its car park from Ellen 

Street contributes to severance. Across the A4540 Icknield Street lie the attractive streets of the 

Jewellery Quarter, that though physically close, are forbidding to access on foot with the Middleway 

acting as a barrier. Housing occupies the south western corner with workshops / small businesses 

west of this as far as Winson Green Loop Canal. Some of the buildings on these streets have been 

built with care and are of some age. Just before the canal, an attractive but neglected two storey 

industrial building fronts the road. On the northern side of the road, from Ellen Street to the canal, are

residential streets generally leading away at right angles with some facing Spring Hill behind 

attractive semi-mature trees and soft landscaping.

The road slopes uphill to the Winson Green loop canal that provides a green corridor. Beyond, on the

southern side is the remaining wall of past industrial premises, access to which, Heath Street South, 

is used for fly tipping. On the northern side is a large electricity sub station. The inbound footway is 
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then severed by Western Road where the lack of safe crossing is compensated by the adjacent foot 

access to City Hospital. On the northern side of the road, trees within the hospital land and an 

attractive boundary wall with steel railings provide some compensation for the noisy environment. 

The next feature on the northern side of Dudley Road is the side road ‘Aberdeen Street’ and then a 

bridge spanning the main railway and parallel BCN Main Line canal. From this bridge on the southern

side, there is a fine view of the canal crossing where the Winson Green loop crosses the main line 

canal to enter the Icknield Port loop.

The main road is now Dudley Road. A gracious building on the junction with Heath Street is busily 

trading as a take away. Beyond is the junction with Icknield Port Road and Winson Green Road. All 

sides of the junction are retail business that appear to have good footfall with few if any derelict shop 

fronts.

After the junction, Summerfield Park is on the southern side, and a large Grade II* listed former 

school now used as a community centre, the Summerfield Centre, is on the northern side. On both 

sides there are bus stops (this is an interchange between routes) on narrow footways, with the kerb 

edge fenced in. In contrast, the carriageway is marked for four lanes of traffic. 

From a site visit undertaken on 27th October 2018 it was observed that everything on the road is 

geared to vehicles: the lighting is tall and of an intensity to suit vehicles rather than pedestrians. The 

street environment is intimidating (difficult to conveniently cross) and the buildings are not set off well.

 1 Air Pollution and Highway Capacity

The primary objective of the proposals, as stated in the cabinet report of 26th June 2018, is to increase 

highway capacity for motor traffic. There are no bus priority measures at all. We accept that there is 

cycling infrastructure included, and some new signalised junctions with pedestrian phases, but these 

appear to be an afterthought.  

The increased capacity as well as speeding up vehicle journeys will reduce congestion and therefore 

reduce air pollution from motor vehicles. However this strategy will increase the volume of traffic, and 

while offering temporary respite will not tackle congestion as the extra capacity will simply be just filled 

up by more vehicles. We believe that it is therefore not an effective way of reduing air pollution.  This 

can only be achieved by reducing the total number of vehicle journeys powered by the internal 

combustion engine. 

The gradual move towards electric vehicles is happening too slowly to significantly reduce air pollution. 

Furthermore over one third of roadside traffic pollution comprises non exhaust emissions which are 
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produced by all vehicles including electric-only vehicles.  While air pollution will ultimately be 

signifcantly reduced as electric vehicles become dominant, it will not be removed. Also the use of 

electric vehicles will still result in community severance from heavily trafficked roads and vehicle 

congestion. 

 2 Carbon Emissions and Climate Change

Since the Dudley road Highway Improvement scheme was designed, the Intergovernmental Panel on

Climate Change (IPPC) have recently upgraded its risk warning of the impacts from climate change.

Their report issued in October 2018 states that a global temperature rise of 1.5deg C is the  maximum

we can afford, but current scientific projections show that we are on course for a rise of 3 deg C which

will have devastating consequences. To ensure this is avoided all governments and local authorities

have a responsibility to implement schemes and policies which will help to avoid this by reducing CO2

emissions. Unfortunately we believe the Dudley Road Highway improvement proposals by increasing

highway capacity will result in heavier traffic and increased emissions of carbon dioxide. The gradual

move to electric vehicles is happening too slowly and so is unlikely to have a significant effect on

reducing emissions soon enough. The scheme is very much a business as usual plan but given the

IPCC's announcements in October 2018, it cannot be business as usual. Highway schemes such that

as that proposed need to be reconsidered to take into account the latest evidence from the IPCC. 

The city council has committed to reducing CO2 emissions to 60% less than 1990 levels by 2027. The

Dudley Road proposals by increasing motor traffic will make this target more difficult to achieve. The

scheme is at odds both with this policy and the advice given by the IPCC. 

 3 Pedestrian Facilities

It is extremely difficult and unsafe to cross the Dudley Road and Spring Hill other than at designated 

pedestrian crossings. We note that there is quite a long gap between crossings on stretches of the 

route necessitating either lengthy diversions to reach crossing points or risk crossing elsewhere. We 

believe an extra pedestrian crossing should be located between the canal bridge over the Winson 

Green Loop and College Street. The pedestrian crossing on the Dudley Road near it’s junction with 

Heath Street shoiuld be a single stage crossing rather than be excessively staggered as indicated on 

the proposals. In fact we would like to see all pedestrian crossings be single stage rather than 

staggered wherever possible, to make conditions more favourable for pedestrians. During our site visit, 

we were also concerned by the excessively high speed of traffic along most of the route, particularly on 

the stretch between the Spring Hill Roundabout and the City Hospital. 

We object to narrowing the footway to accommodate road widening, as this makes a less pleasant and 

more intimidating walking environment. Where there are currently four lanes (two each way) these are 

narrower than the required standard and should be reduced to two to enable a standard lane width of 

3.65m and a marked on highway cycle lane along the edge of each carriageway.
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 4 Public Transport 

The cabinet paper for the Dudley Road Improvement Scheme dated 26 June 2018 in Section  4.2.2 

“The Prudential Borrowing will be repaid over a period of 25 years and this will be funded from 

surpluses generated through Bus Lane Enforcement, in line with regulation, Enforcement Surplus will 

be included in the revised Transportation and Highways Funding Strategy Report scheduled for July 

Cabinet.” We believe that bus lane enforcement revenue should be used to fund improvements to 

public transport such as bus lanes and bus priority. There are no measures in the proposed scheme 

specifically for improving public transport along this corridor. The funds should not be used for this 

scheme unless there are bus priority measures included.  Currently no such measures are proposed.

 5 Cycling

We support those comments made by Pushbikes, the Birmingham cycling campaign group, which are 

specific to cycling infrastructure. We do not wish to repeat their detailed comments here, but we would 

like to make some general points.

While we welcome the effort to accommodate cycle routes in a busy urban environment with its 

numerous physical constraints, we are disappointed that over half of the total length of the cycle routes 

will take the form of shared use footpaths rather than segregated cycle routes . We feel that this is not 

satisfactory as it creates a conflict between cyclists and pedestrians who may feel threatened and 

unsafe, especially along the narrower sections of path.  Although we accept that  segregated cycle 

paths may be difficult to accommodate in one or two locations such as on the canal bridge over the 

Winson Green Canal Loop, shared use paths should be a last resort.  Segregated paths should form 

the majority of the cycle routes. We believe the length of shared use sections of paths proposed is far 

too long. 

 5.1 The cycle routes are frequently interrupted by even the most minor of side road junctions where 

cyclists must give way to traffic which is joining or leaving the main road.  The lack of continuity will 

make cycling unattractive or result in some cyclists using the carriageway. We believe that the cycle

routes should be continuous across all side road junctions with traffic light control for cyclists at 

junctions where major roads join the Dudley Road / Spring Hill. We believe that traffic turning into or

leaving side roads which join the Dudley Road/should give way to cyclists travelling along the 

Spring Hill/Dudley Road cycle route. In any case, motor traffic turning into a side road should 

already give way to pedestrians crossing the side road, although this part of the Highway Code 

seems to be widely misunderstood and often not observed. Having a marked area similar to side 

road entry treatments associated with some red route schemes will help to reinforce this concept. 

This strategy is common in many other countries and has already been applied in a number of 

locations in England such as Walthamstow. It makes crossing side road junctions safer for 

vulnerable road users. The scheme could be used to ‘showcase’ such a strategy in Birmingham and
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need not increase the overall project costs. 

 5.2 The proposals plan to widen the approaches to a number of junctions to accommodate additional 

traffic lanes for right turns etc. Unfortunately the needs of cyclists have not been considered  at 

these junctions. The most unsatisfactory example is that of Dudley Road with Icknield Port 

Road/Winson Green Road where the junction approaches are to be widened, necessitating the 

compulsory purchase and demolition of two buildings. Specific measures for cyslists should be 

included at this junction to make it safer for them. 

 6 Street Trees and Soft Landscaping

Over 48 mature street trees will be removed from a number of sections of Spring Hill, Dudley Road, 

Heath Street and Winson Green Road. Mature trees which provide a screen between the City Hospital 

and the Dudley Road are particularly attractive and these should be retained. The removal of so many 

trees is at odds with a number of city council planning policies (see Section 9).

     
       City Hospital: Attractive wall and mature trees which will be removed for the proposed road 
        widening (D Gaussen) 

 7 Compulsory Purchase of Existing Buildings

We are disappointed to note that two buildings on the corner of Dudley Road/Winson Green Road are 

to be compulsorily purchased and demolished to enable widening of the approach to this junction. 

The overall cost of the scheme could be significantly reduced and be implemented much sooner  if the 
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compulsory purchase of these buildings and their demolition is abandoned. Cost savings could be used

to undertake environmental improvements along the Dudley Road and Spring Hill such as planting 

street trees or improving the cycle route part of the scheme. 

 8 Highway Improvement Lines and Blight

Highway improvement lines are indicated along the entire length of Spring Hill and the majority of the 

affected length of Dudley Road. These will have given rise to blight over a number of years providing 

uncertainty to traders and property owners who will have been reluctant to make long term investment 

decisions.

 9 Compliance of proposals with approved city council policies 

 9.1 Compliance with Birmingham City Council planning policies 

 9.1.1 The Big City Plan

The headline page for this document states that there should be a well connected, efficient and

walk able City Centre, valuing the City Centre’s heritage and cultural assets.

In the section entitled ‘growth’ it states ‘A city should bustle. It should be full of people, of 

movement, of functions and activities’. 

In the section entitled Sustainability, a ‘60% reduction in carbon dioxide emissions by 2026.’ is 

identified as necessary. Part of this 60% reduction needs to be achieved by ‘Reducing the 

environmental impact of the city’s mobility needs through low-carbon transport’. The 

Masterplan proposes that all future development will need to demonstrate strong 

environmental credentials and integrate a response to the impacts of climate change’. It adds 

that there will be a greater emphasis on the role of public transport’

Under the section ‘Efficient City’, it is stated that ‘creating more attractive sustainable modes 

of travel into and out of the city centre will encourage people to make greater use of them and

lessen the reliance on private vehicles.’ In summary, The Big City Plan requires change in 

travel habits, and not solely within an artificially defined ‘core’. Unfortunately the proposals by 

accommodating greater volumes of traffic, thereby generating more traffic are at odds with 

this policy objective. We fear that the scheme in its present form will increase the reliance on 

private cars and will not bring about a change in travel habits which this document sees as 

necessary. 

The proposals for a Greater Icknield  require that the heritage remaining and the human and 

environmental content of the area be respected, valued, and nurtured. An extract from the 

Greater Icknield Masterplan shows the location of the Dudley Road in relation to the proposed
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residential development

Unfortunately we believe that the proposals do not achieve this and actually remove or destroy 

much of value which remains e.g street trees, and the attractive walls of the City Hospital and 

possibly those of Summerfield Park as well. There is also a derelict park lodge on the edge of 

Summerfield Park which fronts Dudley Road which could be saved.

 9.1.2 Adopted Birmingham Development Plan 2031

Section 2.18 entitled ‘Challenges’ states ‘The City will need to play its part in reducing 

the impact of climate change and be prepared to adapt to its consequences so it can 

continue to prosper socially, environmentally and economically. This will require new 

approaches to development.’ 

We do not believe the proposals comply with this policy as they are providing increased 

capacity for car traffic and not providing any bus priority measures. This will result in 

increased car use. The cycle offering is not satisfactory because of the length of shared 

pavements and the break in continuity of the cycle route at every side road junction 

where cyclists will be expected to stop or giveway. As it stands, we believe the proposed

cycling infrastructure will not be attractive to cyclists and the shared use paths may be 

unpleasant and feel dangerous for pedestrians.

The removal of areas of soft landscaping such as those on Spring Hill will contribute to 

increased surface water run-off which will contribute to surface water flooding. 
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In Section 3.5 ‘Objectives’ ‘it is stated that 'To provide high quality connections 

throughout the City and with other places including encouraging the increased use of 

public transport, walking and cycling'. Again we feel that the proposals as they stand do 

not comply with this policy. They do not provide any bus priority measures to increase 

service reliability and reduce journey times and as such will do nothing to facilitate large 

modal shift to public transport which is the council identifies as necessary to tackle 

illegal levels of air pollution. 

In section  ‘5.33 Greater Icknield, 3000 new homes are planned, founded upon the 

principles of creating sustainable neighbourhoods as set out in Policy TP27.’ 

In 5.37 it is stated that ‘Part of Dudley Road local shopping centre falls within Greater 

Icknield and enhancement of the centre including improvements to the road between 

City Road and the Ring Road, will be needed as part of future proposals for the area.’

High Quality pedestrian and cycle links should connect with the Dudley Road which 

should not create community severance by becoming an unpleasant barrier to walking 

and cycling. The shopping centre along Dudley Road will need to cater for the proposed

housing developments which should become a pleasant destination, easily and safely 

accessible from the new housing on foot and by cycling.  

Section 6 : Environment and sustainability, is charged with ensuring ‘sustainable development’.

The definition is "Sustainable development is development that meets the needs of the present,

without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs."

When considered, sustainable development is hard to achieve when quarrying materials, using 

material just once, especially fossil fuels that also have a climate change kickback. In this 

respect, the proposals are at odds with this policy since they will increase highway capacity for 

motor traffic resulting in more traffic and increased CO2 emissions along with other airborne 

emissions causing climate change. 

In the Adopted Birmingham Development plan, the Policy TP1 states that in order to achieve 

the councils target to reduce the CO2 emissions to 60% below 1990 levels by 2027 a number of 

actions should be taken including ‘Promoting sustainable transport systems including cycling 

and walking’. We would question whether the proposals achieve this as we would argue that 

the focus is on providing more highway capacity for motor traffic but will do little if anything to 

promote public transport and may marginalise and discourage the cycling and walking 

alternatives. 

 Policy TP7 states ‘Supporting the expansion of trees and woodland for many purposes 
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including carbon uptake’ The removal of a number of street trees for this scheme is in  

contradiction of this policy.

Policy TP7 Green infrastructure network states ‘The importance of street trees in promoting the 

character of place and strengthening existing landscape characteristics will be recognised.’

In the context of Dudley Road, wildlife can transfer from the ‘green infrastructure of Winson 

Green Loop Canal onto public open space and street trees extending back to Spring Hill.

Policy TP8 on Biodiversity and Geodiversity states ‘All development should where 

relevant support the enhancement of Birmingham’s natural environment’. The Policy 

TP8 also references the Biodiversity Action Plan 

http://adlib.everysite.co.uk/adlib/defra/content.aspx?id=000IL3890W.16NTBWV72I0V4 

that states ‘Linkages - the management of a habitat stands a greater chance of 

success if it is located close to areas of similar habitat (for instance recovery from 

damage can occur naturally if there is a nearby source for re-colonisation), so it is vital 

that management tries to avoid the isolation of sites’. In the context of Dudley Road, 

proposed removal of street trees and loss of soft landscaping is thus most unwelcome.

Section 8 of the Birmingham Plan is on Homes and Neighbourhoods. It is here that the 

‘enhancement’ of Dudley Road has to be defined. Dudley Road and Spring Hill form the spine 

of a network of streets that variously support residential and employment uses. It also forms 

part of the Greater Icknield plan and thus needs to sit with that Masterplan rather than be a 

severance feature. Policy TP27 is worth including in full as a development, the road scheme 

that increases traffic flows and cuts through the area, is out of tune with it:
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In the section on Health: Paragraph 8.50 states: Planning can play a key role in providing 

access to a healthier environment by ensuring both high quality development and protection, 

enhancement and increased accessibility to open spaces. 

The current proposals, by making access on foot to local facilities even less attractive through 

being adjacent to high traffic flows, and through increased traffic flow and greater delay in 

crossing, will deter people from including exercise in their daily routine. This is also reinforced 

and expanded by Policy TP39.

In terms of Connectivity, section 9, this is how Birmingham City Council’s Adopted 

Development Plan sees it: 

In paragraph 9.4 it is stated ‘A key principle for the transport network is to make the existing 

connections as efficient as possible, ensuring the movement of as many people as possible in 

the most sustainable and safest way. Achieving this will require a road user hierarchy that 

favours sustainable modes of transport. Paragraph 9.11 states that: ‘ Walking plays an integral 

part in the day to day life of most people. The provision of a safe and pleasant walking 

environment has a significant role to play in supporting quality of life and encouraging active 

travel.’
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Paragraph 9.44 states ‘Growth in car ownership and use is leading to increased congestion, 

poor air quality, community severance and more road traffic accidents. In order to facilitate a 

road transport network which operates as efficiently and sustainably as possible, measures
to manage traffic and congestion are essential.’

We believe that the proposed scheme does not comply with this policy because it seeks to 

accommodate more traffic rather than managing it.

The mention of Community Severance is noted, but the section that follows, appears to be at 

odds with the remainder of the planning document as though it had been drafted in isolation. 

As it is of significance, it is included in full:
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The Highway Improvement Lines  are present on the Birmingham (not National) Strategic 

Highway Network) BSHN. The BRHN are defined in paragraph 9.50 ‘The City’s Strategic 

Highway Network comprises of the M6 and A38(M) Aston Expressway, which connects road 

users directly to the City Centre (via the Tame Valley Viaduct and the best known motorway 

junction in the UK, Spaghetti Junction) and the A road primary route network which is generally

characterized by key corridors radiating out from the City Centre.

Paragraph 9.54 states ‘Measures to maximise the effectiveness of the Strategic Highway 

Network by combining existing corridor-based initiatives such as Red Routes, Bus Showcase, 

Urban Traffic Management Control (UTMC) and Quick Wins funds, can deliver smoother traffic 

operations, provide priority and roadspace reallocation for specific users (e.g. for pedestrians, 

cyclists and buses), parking management and enhanced on-street controls.’
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But for Dudley Road/Spring Hill, which is served by major bus routes and within walking

and cycling distance of railway stations and of City Centre employment, why not 

promote modal shift (ie reduced use of private vehicles) that is advocated in all other 

sections of the Adopted Birmingham Development Plan ?

 9.2 Compliance with approved policies on transport

 9.2.1 Birmingham Mobility Action Plan 

Stated ‘3.29 The Birmingham Mobility Action Plan (BMAP) develops the city’s transport 

requirements under a number of themes including: 

‘Placemaking’stated in 4.18 ‘Creating an economically successful, safe and healthy 

place where people choose to live and work will be underpinned by the successful 

delivery of well-designed development and places’ (also Policy PG3).

 9.3 Consistency with policies on air quality and plans to create a Clean Air Zone

The  Dudley Road Highway Improvement proposals Scheme are at odds with the councils plans

to establish a Clean Air Zone and the longer term strategy for improving air quality across the 

city. The proposals plan to Increase capacity for motor vehicles which will increase the number 

of vehicle journeys and potentially increase air pollution. This will undermine the effectiveness of

the CAZ and contradicts the longer term strategy for improving city-wide air quality.      

In the Cabinet report on the proposed Clean Air Zone of 26th June 2018, section 5.10.7 of the 

report states that “there is a clear and compelling need to build on the initial changes which will 

result from the introduction of the Clean Air Zone. The Council’s transport policies will need to 

be increasingly bold and continue to incrementally remove and restrict traffic from the city 

centre. This will also improve air quality and will be a catalyst for further regeneration of the city 

centre’. The Dudley Highway Improvement scheme which seeks to increase traffic contradicts 

this aim. 

Yours faithfully 

John Hall
Martin Stride

Birmingham Friends of the Earth 
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